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Lost Daughters

2014-04-29

a spicy mixture of family scandal mother daughter betrayal and good for nothing men from the new york times
bestselling author of god don t like ugly publishers weekly everyone from louisiana to florida knows mama ruby a
small town girl who became one of the south s most notorious and volatile women now mary monroe reveals how
mama ruby s past haunts the family she s left behind mama ruby has died and maureen montgomery is finally taking
charge of her own life with her beautiful teenage daughter loretta by her side she returns to florida and settles
into a routine any other woman would consider bland but for maureen and her brother virgil after mama ruby s hair
trigger temper and murderous ways bland is good yet loretta has other ideas set on becoming rich and famous
loretta convinces maureen to let her start a modeling career with the help of a miami photographer but even as
they move in promising new directions they can t escape mama ruby including virgil who s concealed one of her most
shocking acts for most of his life to make a future that s truly hers maureen will have to take on a bit of mama
ruby s strength forge new bonds and face down the past praise for mary monroe an exceptional writer and
phenomenal storyteller kimberla lawson roby new york times bestselling author a remarkable talent chicago sun
times monroe is a masterful storyteller philadelphia inquirer

The Butterfly's Daughter

2012-04-17

now in paperback from new york times bestselling author monroe the story of four very different women who embark
on a transformational journey following the migrating monarchs across the united states

Family of Lies

2014-07-30

readers who enjoy watching characters fortunes rise and fall will relish this tumultuous family portrayed by the
new york times bestselling author booklist mary monroe weaves a stunning portrait of a family immersed in deceit
and the women whose happiness depends on the secrets they keep after growing up poor in texas vera lomax used
every gold digging trick in the book to land a rich husband now living in luxury in san francisco her only job is to
fawn over her much older husband so when her husband s mistress gets pregnant vera figures that a little hush
money will ensure her husband s fortune is hers alone unfortunately for vera sarah cooper is the child kenneth
lomax always wanted when the father she never knew shows up at her mother s funeral to claim her it s a fairy
tale journey from the ghetto to a mansion on a hill but sarah knows that her stepmother is as two faced as they
come and after losing all the family she s ever known she wants a life that s richer than vera has planned for her
as vera and sarah scheme to get what they want everyone will be choosing sides taking chances and gambling it all
to come out on top family of lies is gritty and raw trademarks of monroe s novels a riveting story monroe s
latest is another page turner rt book reviews praise for mary monroe an exceptional writer and phenomenal
storyteller kimberla lawson roby new york times bestselling author a remarkable talent chicago sun times monroe
is a masterful storyteller philadelphia inquirer

One House Over

2018-03-27

new york times bestselling author mary monroe returns to the 1930s era of her acclaimed novel the upper room
with a dazzling portrait of two very different couples whose fast friendship is no match for shattering betrayal a
solid marriage a thriving business and the esteem of their close knit alabama community joyce and odell watson
have every reason to count their blessings their marriage has given well off joyce a chance at the family she s
always wanted and granted odell a shot to escape grinding poverty but all that respectability and status comes
at a cost just once joyce and odell want to taste life s wild side without consequences when their new neighbors
milton and yvonne hamilton turn out to be bootleggers the watsons plunge headlong into good times and fast
living until revelations of milton and yvonne s seedy past make the watsons think twice about how much time they
spend together but the hamiltons won t be dismissed so easily the watsons soon find them invading every area of
their lives even discovering their long held secrets now the watsons must tread carefully to keep the neighbors
from destroying their perfect world monroe convincingly portrays a time and place where desperation is the norm
library journal impossible to put down susan holloway scott author of i eliza hamilton monroe reveals
sympathetic aspects and complex motivations for each character in this engrossing setting booklist

She Had It Coming

2013-12-10

monroe keeps the suspense high and readers will draw a bated breath with the turn of each page booklist dolores
reese spent her childhood in foster care like floyd watson a local boy who intrigues her from the moment they meet
when one bad decision sends an innocent floyd to prison for life dolores promises to stick by him but while floyd s
world stands still dolores meets a new man who promises her the kind of future she s always wanted the kind she



once imagined having with floyd but when floyd is suddenly freed on new evidence dolores is torn and must make a
fateful decision and if she isn t careful dolores just might find out what happens when love dishonesty and
dangerous jealousy collide monroe serves up a tasty dish of murder deception lust and just deserts library journal
full of all the drama and humor that mary monroe is known for urban reviews

Right Beside You

2019-09-24

new york times bestselling author mary monroe presents a heartwarming uplifting novel about two long time co
workers who seem unlucky in love but this christmas may give them a surprising chance to find themselves and each
other with a successful career money in the bank and a solid future felicia hawkins has almost everything she ever
wanted but getting married is the one holiday wish she can t seem to get and it s not helping that she s hopelessly in
love with her co worker widower richard grimes they have the perfect office partnership and he s as supportive as
he is kind but felicia doesn t want to wreck their friendship by letting him know how she really feels richard has his
hands full juggling pre christmas work demands and raising two teen daughters but he s not too busy to wish his
relationship with felicia could become much more he s drawn to her calm spirit and determination along with
everything they surprisingly have in common and just once he d like a chance this season to dare tell her the truth
but what felicia and richard get instead is a cascade of misunderstandings messy well meaning matchmaking from
family and friends and a long distance transfer richard can t refuse finally in the middle of one chaotic snow struck
day it will take all their courage and compassion to risk opening their hearts to each other hopefully for many
more holiday happily ever afters praise for mary monroe s holiday stories monroe presents a tender charming
holiday romance library journal on right beside you exceptional original and a seasonal delight by an author with
a flair for narrative driven storytelling the midwest book review on remembrance

Love, Honor, Betray

2023-03-28

award winning new york times bestselling author mary monroe delivers the latest thrillingly scandal filled novel
in her depression era saga of a church going lady and her oh so upstanding husband racing to cover up their many
sins and gambling on one scheme too many with mysterious serial murders rattling peaceful lexington alabama jessie
and hubert wiggins steadfast calm and devotion to each other reassures everyone that faith will see them through
but the wigginses have paid a terrible hidden cost to maintain their fa�ade hubert thought he and his secret lover
leroy could continue seeing each other on the down low in peace but when leroy s ex wife moves back in with him
hubert s attempts to keep jessie in the dark plus his jealousy and need for satisfaction drive him to reckless extremes
and desperate risks jessie believes her marital struggles will all be worthwhile if she can connive hubert to
finallyconsummate their marriage but his erratic behavior and her frustration soon has her trying yet another new
lover who is as charming as he is unreliable and unexpectedly dangerous now with their secrets out of control and
the police perilously near jessie and hubert discover who is behind the deaths plaguing their town but can they risk
a pursuit that could expose their own web of lies when their only choice pits them against each other their next
move will either bury their deceptions for good or reveal the one truth they can t escape

Can You Keep a Secret?

2016-09-27

the prequel to the new york times bestselling author s provocative series featuring best friends getting a crash
course in love family and betrayal they couldn t be less alike except for their restless spirits lola came from a
loving home even though it included her father s live in mistress and joan is a secret wild child chafing under her
mother s watchful eye so when lola s quiet world shatters and her hopes seem out of reach for good joan has the
perfect consolation in mind but the besties will soon discover that boyfriends money and good times are no real
escape from their families ever scandalous drama soon with demanding stepparents conniving relatives and simmering
secrets closing in they ll have to watch each other s backs and use their quick wits to save their lifelong dreams
praise for mary monroe mary monroe is an exceptional writer and phenomenal storyteller kimberla lawson roby new
york times bestselling author of here and now impossible to put down susan holloway scott national bestselling
author of the secret wife of aaron burr readers who enjoy watching characters fortunes rise and fall will relish
this tumultuous family booklist on family of lies once again monroe displays her gift as a marvel with this
sensational novel rt book reviews on lost daughters

Red Light Wives

2010-10-01

from new york times bestselling author mary monroe comes a powerful novel about the hopes dreams laughter and
limits of six unique women surviving on the streets of san francisco they re about as different as six women can be
haughty and humble beautiful and plain young and not so young black white latina and origins unknown but aside
from a gift for laughing hardship in the face they have one very important thing in common clyde brooks you might
say that clyde is their manager and you might say that lula mae ester megan rosalee helen and rockelle are
colleagues in the world s oldest profession clyde likes to refer to them as his wives maybe it s their love for the
high life and for each other that makes the bond between clyde s ladies so unbreakable maybe it s their private



demons that keep them so loyal to clyde or so he thinks for hard as they try to distract themselves nothing can
quell the women s longing for a life free from clyde and what he represents until one daring act of defiance changes
everything praise for mary monroe reminiscent of zora neale hurston publishers weekly watch out toni morrison
there is a new sister in town rapport mary monroe is a masterful storyteller philadelphia inquirer

Every Woman's Dream

2016-06-01

an epic novel that spans a generation from the new york times bestselling author of the god and neighbors series
library journal as teenagers best friends lola poole and joan proctor concocted a scheme to escape their boredom
pass the time between boyfriends and bring in some money it all started when they got in the habit of corresponding
with lonely unsuspecting and generous older men in return for their love letters the teens were rewarded with
checks the fun only ended when their swindle nearly got them killed now they re grown but they re still longing for
every woman s dream of love and excitement and thanks to online dating and a parade of lovers they re getting all
the sexy fun they missed out on it s a downright addictive game but games can t last forever and someone has to
lose engaging provocative disconcerting and shocking as the author shrewdly characterizes the hazards when
adults play dangerous games with strangers rt book reviews praise for mary monroe mary monroe is an exceptional
writer and phenomenal storyteller kimberla lawson roby new york times bestselling author of here and now
impossible to put down susan holloway scott national bestselling author of the secret wife of aaron burr
engaging provocative disconcerting and shocking as the author shrewdly characterizes the hazards when adults
play dangerous games with strangers rt book reviews

The Devil You Know

2017-10-31

the stunning series climax from the new york times bestselling author of every woman s dream and never trust a
stranger for best friends lola poole and joan proctor riley there s never too much when it comes to online dating
rich no commitment lovers it s a fantasy come true and makes their unhappy lives bearable but there s no escape
when lola s vicious relatives cheat her out of everything that s hers and joan s husband pulls a devastating
betrayal with nothing to lose the two will do everything and anything to lock down mr right and lifetime
satisfaction with his scorching sexual healing and compassionate nature handsome trucker calvin ramsey keeps
coming out on top with lola and she s this close to winning his love and finally getting the family of her dreams
but she doesn t suspect that calvin s idea of making a woman his own is a fatal affair now his gentle reassurances
and sensual promises are spinning a web where lola s deepest longings could be the deadliest trap of all praise for
mary monroe mary monroe is an exceptional writer and phenomenal storyteller kimberla lawson roby new york times
bestselling author of here and now impossible to put down susan holloway scott national bestselling author of
the secret wife of aaron burr

God Don't Play

2010-04-01

from new york times bestselling author mary monroe comes the story of two lifelong friends their secrets and lies
and the new challenge that may divide them once and for all with a lovely home and family annette goode finally
has it all heaven knows she paid her dues from an abusive childhood to a rocky start as an adult annette s friend
rhoda knows too for rhoda has been both her savior and her greatest fear their relationship has survived some
serious shake ups but now that things are good someone apparently thinks they re a little too good when annette
receives an anonymous and menacing birthday gift it s just the beginning of a slew of hostile letters vicious phone
calls and vile packages from a female who is obviously disguising her voice comforted by rhoda and rhoda s teenage
daughter jade annette hopes the problem will somehow disappear but when the threats extend to her child annette
realizes the situation is dire for soon her tormentor reveals exactly what she wants and how it could destroy
everything annette has built praise for mary monroe reminiscent of zora neale hurston publishers weekly watch out
toni morrison there is a new sister in town rapport

Double Lives

2024-03-26

the latest shocking twist filled novel in the award winning new york times bestselling author s depression era
alabama saga tells the riveting tale of identical twin sisters with a talent for switching lives and hiding their
scandals until one risk too many changes their lives forever reminiscent of monroe s classic captivating mama ruby
series since childhood identical twins leona and fiona dunbar have been getting in and out of trouble by pretending
to be each other yet underneath they couldn t be more different outspoken leona lives to break rules have a good
time and scandalize their respectable hometown of lexington fiona is a seemingly demure churchgoing girl who is the
apple of her domineering widowed mother mavis s eye but together the twins have fooled teachers boyfriends bosses
racist police and most importantly strait laced mavis even when leona does jail time for fiona their unbreakable
bond keeps them fiercely loyal so when fiona feels stifled in her passionless marriage and leona is heartbroken over
losing her one true love it s perfect timing to change places once again leona is shocked to discover she enjoys the
security of being a wife and homebody and the unexpected spark between her and fiona s husband is giving her all kinds



of deliciously sexy ideas meanwhile fiona enjoys being free single and reveling in the independence she s never had and
the more she indulges her secret long repressed wild child the more leona s ex lover becomes one temptation she s
having trouble resisting as the sisters masquerade ignites desires and appetites they never expected it also puts
their most damning secrets on the line once the fallout rocks their small town can fiona and leona s deep
sisterhood shield them from total disaster and help them reconcile their mistakes or will the trust between them
become a weapon that shatters their lives for good

Mrs. Wiggins

2021-03-30

from the award winning and new york times bestselling author of the classic captivating and scandalous mama
ruby series comes a church going matriarch s rags to riches depression era story set in the deep south the
respectable family she has built means everything to her and she ll do anything to keep them the daughter of a
prostitute mother and an alcoholic father maggie franklin knew her only way out was to marry someone
upstanding and church going someone like hubert wiggins the most eligible man in lexington alabama and the son of
its most revered preacher proper and prosperous hubert is glad to finally have a wife even one with maggie s
background for hubert has a secret he desperately needs to stay hidden and maggie s unexpected charm elegance and
religious devotion makes her the perfect partner in lies their surprising union makes the wigginses the town s most
envied couple complete with a son claude whom maggie idolizes until he falls in love with the worst possible
fianc�e terrified maggie won t let daisy destroy her son and when her employer s brother sexually harasses her
maggie knows something needs to be done about him as well in fact she realizes there are an awful lot of sinning
disruptive people who should be eliminated from her perfect world but the more maggie tries to take control the
more obstacles are thrown in her way and when it seems like the one person she always expected to be there is
starting to drift away maggie will play one final merciless game to secure what she s fought so hard to earn her
willingness to do anything for her loved ones is relatable and the emboldening influence of her desperation and the
incremental gravity of her deceptiveness heighten the narrative s mesmerizing effect booklist

Remembrance

2020-10-27

in this moving unforgettable novel from new york times bestselling author mary monroe a successful happily
married mother suddenly finds herself feeling far from joyful but christmas brings an unexpected chance to
rediscover herself and what happiness really means for beatrice powell the holidays are usually an extra special
time to celebrate with her twenty year plus marriage beautiful home and three wonderful adult children she has
everything she could desire but change of life doubts are making beatrice a stranger to herself and her bewildered
family she only finds peace volunteering at the local soup kitchen especially helping out homeless charles
davenport and his sensitivity and honesty soon comfort her in ways she never imagined charles thought he had it
all until a devastating betrayal and the shattering loss of his family drove him to living on the streets beatrice is
the first person who s truly cared about him in a long time and little by little he s finding reasons to care about
rebuilding his life and risking a sudden courageous choice drawn to charles and the temptation of a second chance
beatrice is faced with the hardest of decisions but his insight secrets and the reminder of a profound past encounter
will give her unexpected inspiration gratitude and the strength she needs to find her way perhaps in time for
christmas mary monroe is an exceptional writer and phenomenal storyteller kimberla lawson roby new york times
bestselling author

Gonna Lay Down My Burdens

2010-01-07

bestselling author mary monroe won rave reviews from critics and readers alike with her first two novels god don
t like ugly and the upper room both main selections of the black expressions book club now she returns with the
masterful gonna lay down my burdens that rare novel that inspires laughter tears and repeat readings in the
sweltering little town of belle helene alabama carmen taylor keeps her weaknesses her frustrations and her tears
to herself she s too busy shouldering the burdens of her troubled friends like desiree lucienne the petite pampered
daughter of a doctor who tries to beat the wildness out of her but it doesn t stop desiree from trawling for men
whenever she can and trying to drag carmen along with her it s not that carmen hasn t had her share of boozy pick
ups she has but they just can t compare to the one steamy night she spent with the man she s loved since they were
both kids now a local cop chester sheffield with his barry white voice and his all too fine body keeps showing up in
carmen s life wanting to do something about the feelings they obviously have for each other but that would mean
abandoning her boyfriend burl tupper and that s something carmen just can t do ever since burl ended up in a
wheelchair because of a foolish teenage prank she played on him carmen s promised herself that she d spend the rest
of her life making it up to him when carmen doesn t take her chance with chester desiree does and when she learns that
she s pregnant with chester s child it s almost more than carmen can bear still her loyalty to desiree goes back a
long way and she s not about to let a man get in the way of their friendship even when desiree starts stepping out
on chester then on a sultry reckless moonlit night carmen commits a desperate crime of passion and with desiree hits
the road running but she can t run from the truth she s avoided for years and in a seedy hotel in the middle of
nowhere she confronts her demons head on now carmen has two choices a life on the lam or a full circle return to
belle helene the place where it all began and the only place in the world she can lay down her burdens and seize her
one true chance at love and redemption



The Gift of Family

2020-09-29

from acclaimed new york times bestselling author mary monroe comes the captivating and heartfelt tale of a
couple who has everything except the dream they long for most but this christmas a reunion with someone from the
past could gift them a once in a lifetime last chance successful secure and still very much in love middle aged
couple eugene and rosemary johnson have never given up on one special wish to be parents and while christmas
always brings happiness and a whirlwind of holiday fun their hopes for children of their own seem further away
than ever especially this year when rosemary must have emergency surgery and home help to recuperate wanting to
lift his wife s spirits eugene suddenly has an inspiration from back in the day faithful and sensible ethel perkins raised
eugene and his brother unforeseen tragedy has left the sixty something widow struggling with little money and
two jobs to keep her great grandchildren off the streets she s glad to help rosemary back on her feet but she can
only stay until rosemary is well enough to resume her normal routine for ethel survival means keeping to her
grueling schedule being there for everyone but herself and as always handling her troubles all on her own as ethel
s problems go from bad to much worse rosemary and eugene find themselves helping her more and more and growing
close to her lively youngsters soon there s only one way both families can salvage the season by celebrating it
together but will their temporary family work into the future and possibly make a lifetime of happiness

God Ain't Through Yet

2015-03-31

even though her life has its ups and downs annette goode davis feels lucky most of all she s grateful that her
husband pee wee took her back after he discovered she was having an affair the trouble is annette isn t sure his
heart is really in it her best friend rhoda is quick to point out that annette got herself into this mess so she has to
be patient with pee wee but annette s suspicions are confirmed when pee wee moves out and in with his new lady
devastated annette won t let her family go without a fight but she also knows she must prepare for the worst
because one lesson she s learned all too well is that when life kicks you in the teeth you have to come out
swinging

Turtle Summer

2007-03-27

a mother s journal of a summer spent with her daughter on an island among loggerhead turtles

Bad Blood

2014-07-16

a woman is not about to let her scheming ex fianc� toss her aside without payback in this revenge tale by a new
york times bestselling author seth garrett s family taught him that anything less than the best simply isn t an
option now he s out to prove he can be the most successful garrett and rachel mcneal fits the bill she s pretty
hard working good in bed and willing to finance his dreams he thinks she s perfect wife material until he meets her
relatives and discovers they re far from perfect no problem seth s got a replacement lined up to give him the good
life he s entitled to steady and sensible rachel always believed the best about people she thought seth was the man
of her dreams but she can deal with the hurt and move on until she discovers the true reason seth dumped her and
just how deep his contempt for her runs she s done forgiving much less forgetting and taking his world apart piece
by piece is only the beginning of her long game payback praise for mary monroe s family of lies family of lies is gritty
and raw trademarks of monroe s novels a riveting story monroe s latest is another page turner rt book reviews
readers who enjoy watching characters fortunes rise and fall will relish this tumultuous family booklist

The Upper Room

2022-09-27

an instant classic beloved new york times bestselling and award winning author mary monroe s debut novel the
upper room introduced unforgettable indomitable and thrillingly scandalous heroine mama ruby now this
beautifully repackaged edition will captivate readers old and new mama ruby s known for taking things that aren t
rightfully hers like her best friend s stillborn infant who she brought back to life and christened maureen she s also
rumored to have done away with her husband some fear her others try their best to avoid her but mama ruby doesn
t pay them any mind not when she s got the one gift god gave her her precious baby girl but growing up with a mama
like ruby is enough to make any half sane girl wish for something anything else and when maureen gets the chance to
explore the real world you can bet she s going to take it and run like hell

Pioneer Sketches of Long Point Settlement

1898



in this scandalous follow up to the depression era tale mrs wiggins award winning and new york times bestselling
author mary monroe brings even more period drama as a proper church going woman ensnares a widower living too
many secrets and lies reminiscent of monroe s classic captivating scandalous mama ruby series forty something
widow jessie tucker is beloved throughout lexington alabama for her kind heart and endless generosity but she feels
it s past time she rewarded herself especially when upstanding hubert wiggins tragically loses his wife and son
making herself indispensable yet discouraged by hubert s lack of romantic interest jessie cooks up a deception she
knows will make pious hubert do right by her hoax or not hubert couldn t be happier the passionate self he s long
hidden from everyone has a new much riskier secret love and the unsuspecting second mrs wiggins will help him
maintain his ever so devout image in the community but when hubert is not the ardent lover jessie always dreamed he
was she turns to handsome younger man conway suddenly the good church wife can t resist temptation at all and
someone is watching conway s new girlfriend and jessie s longtime rival blondeen now blondeen has the perfect
opportunity to destroy jessie s reputation then become the wife hubert should have had all along unless all their
secrets destroy them first

Empty Vows

2022-03-29

in the sparkling conclusion to mary monroe s bestselling god series two forever friends face their biggest betrayals
yet and learn that putting your trust in the wrong hands can change your life forever these days annette goode
davis has a full plate literally and figuratively although she s trying to reconcile with her husband pee wee she s
still seeing other men on the side a woman s got to cover her bases right with her love life hopping annette should
be pleased as punch instead the stress has her eating everything in sight and packing on the pounds meanwhile annette
s best friend rhoda o toole has her hands full dealing with her wild child daughter jade when jade s antics almost
cost rhoda her man rhoda throws her out but jade soon finds a way to make rhoda regret her choice annette
thanks her lucky stars that her daughter charlotte has her head on straight and she s doubly blessed to have a
strait laced neighbor look after charlotte when she s caught up in pee wee and rhoda s problems but when annette s
world is rocked by a terrible revelation she ll discover that appearances can be very very deceiving and she ll have
to summon every ounce of strength to protect the ones she loves monroe is a masterful storyteller philadelphia
inquirer

God Don't Make No Mistakes

2012-03-01

new york times bestselling author mary monroe s extraordinary novel celebrates life love and the power of
sisterhood proving that friends like fine wine only get better with age gorgeous successful executive teri stewart
spends her days working for l a s hottest record company and her nights all alone her best friend nicole is
determined to find teri a man but she hasn t had much luck because teri wants more than mr maybe she s holding out
for mr right and won t settle for anything less just when teri is ready to give up a man from her past returns to
reignite their romance with his sultry smile and easy going charm radio dj harrison starr is one of a kind and teri can
t deny she s fallen hard for him again with her life finally falling into place teri thinks her dreams might come true
after all but harrison may have a secret that could change everything based on the original screenplay by roy
campanella ii swift salty writing and steamy sex scenes will keep readers cheering for the couple and a twisting
plot will keep them turning pages publishers weekly

The Company We Keep

2009-02-24

beloved award winning and new york times bestselling author mary monroe delivers a hopeful and heartwarming
story about an impossible christmas dream an unexpected act of goodwill and a surprising chain of events that
could gift joy far beyond the holiday season free spirited living on the fly vanessa hayes is still always down for
traditional family holiday fun until now she s making her oft delayed wish finally come true christmas in paris the
glittering city of lights but when her passport gets delayed it s too late for vanessa to rebook now it looks like
the yuletide she longs for won t happen until a stranger suddenly enters her life and changes it forever
overwhelmed by responsibility judith guthrie is too busy worrying about her seriously ill brother to have time to
celebrate she s taken a leave from her teaching job to care for him as he s on the waiting list for a life giving
transplant a trip to france is a kind of happiness she can t imagine but when she accidentally receives vanessa s
passport judith can t resist delivering it in person so vanessa will at least have her holiday dream she can t
anticipate that her small gesture will result in a series of big choices big miracles and lifelong rewards that all
will be thankful for over many christmases to come

Once in a Lifetime

2021-09-28

in this page turning novel set in the depression era south new york times bestselling author mary monroe transports
readers to a small alabama town where home is not always a sanctuary and two neighboring families let
pleasantries mask increasing resentment bootlegging was milton and yvonne hamilton s ticket out of poverty prison
time and plain bad luck now they ve moved on to a bigger richer pool of clientele right in their own respectable new



middle class backyard and their growing friendship with seemingly perfect couple joyce and odell watson is proving
golden in more ways than one as milton soon learns odell is hiding an outside family and dubious business dealings it
s the perfect recipe for a blackmail scheme that will help milton hide his own dirty secrets even from yvonne better
yet he can take ever more dangerous risks to ace out his liquor smuggling rivals and add a lucrative temptation
to his illicit services and yvonne emboldened by her husband s new gravy train delights in tormenting joyce about
everything the snobbish matron doesn t have especially children but even a winning hand can be played too far
pushed past their limits odell and joyce will play on milton s careless boasting to get him and yvonne out of their
lives for good and soon a devastating frame up will plunge one couple into a living nightmare and set the stage for
explosive retribution

Lineage Book of the Charter Members of the Daughters of the American
Revolution

1892

in this captivating depression era set novel by new york times bestselling author mary monroe two couples find
their grudges endangering more than their alabama small town s deceptive peace when good time couple milton and
yvonne hamilton moved one house over from the respectable but restless odell and joyce watson it was a fast
friendship of shared secrets and secret jealousies and betrayals their alliance was bound to crash and burn but the
hamiltons won t quite let the flame die out even after scandalous accusations get them arrested

Over the Fence

2019-03-26

revised edition of notes and documents of free persons of color by author anita l wills the expands and continues
chronicles from the first edition it is historically accurate includes newly uncovered information on mary and
patty bowden charles and ambrose lewis and the lancaster and northumberland county va pinn lines sarah evans
pinn and their allied lines this edition also includes information on dna testing genealogy and a how to for beginning
researchers

Across the Way

2021-01-26

this copiously documented volume sheds new light on one of the earliest families to settle in virginia that of
captain william tucker of london and on a number of allied families whose progenitors figured in the early history
of the virginia and maryland colonies

A history of Marion county, South Carolina

1902-01-01

monroe is a masterful storyteller philadelphia inquirer there are some things even forever friends can t fix annette
goode davis is a survivor life has often knocked her down but she s never stayed there for long to annette it s all
about family and old friends like rhoda o toole and right now annette needs all the friends she can get because
lately her husband pee wee barely has the time of day for her and she has no idea why desperate to regain pee wee s
affections annette goes on a crash diet gets a makeover and looks hotter than she has in a long time everyone
notices except pee wee so when handsome louis baines showers her with attention annette finds herself having an
affair and spending money on louis like there s no tomorrow but when she learns a terrible secret about her new
lover she realizes she s in way over her head soon annette must face the fact that she may have destroyed the life
she loved and this time not even rhoda can help her make things right a fast paced sexy tense story that will make
readers think twice before getting tangled up in an affair booklist monroe s never better than when she s writing
about annette and rhoda who are always getting in trouble publishers weekly

Notes And Documents of Free Persons of Color Four Hundred Years of An
American Family's History Revised Edition

2013-08-21

a restless young woman thinks she s found a free ride to happiness and adventure but it s a trip that may land her in
prison or worse when trudy bell lands a job at a travel agency she feels like a new woman and her friendly
personality soon wins her the adoration of her colleagues with one exception ann oliver the only other african
american employee a high level manager who despises trudy s low income background but no one is going to ruin
trudy s new life in fact she s found a way to make it even better as a secretary trudy has easy access to company
credit cards including ann s before long trudy s leading a double life ann s life complete with a secret apartment
where she entertains the men she meets at upscale bars but their worlds collide the night trudy brings home the
wrong man one who has an angry score to settle with ann now unless trudy can convince him she s not the woman
he s after she may pay the highest price of all monroe serves up a tasty dish of murder deception lust and just



desserts library journal on she had it coming monroe s richly drawn characters will stay with readers long after
the book is finished booklist

Colonial Virginians and Their Maryland Relatives

2009-06

a twist filled novel of seduction and suspense from the new york times bestselling author of every woman s
dreamand the neighbors series best friends lola poole and joan proctor riley have finally found the love and
excitement they ve always longed for online dating an endless line of wealthy no strings attached lovers is the
perfect escape from their unfulfilling lives and between joan s selfish husband and lola s hateful demanding
relatives the hotter these ladies secret activities get the more they crave and the more reckless they become when
rugged trucker calvin ramsey comes into lola s sights he s a surprising answer to all her prayers he s kind and
responsible and delivers sexual healing like she s never known what lola doesn t know is that calvin loves women
to death literally and every caring moment and seductive promise draws her deeper into his inescapable fatal
fantasy praise for mary monroe mary monroe is an exceptional writer and phenomenal storyteller kimberla lawson
roby new york times bestselling author of here and now impossible to put down susan holloway scott national
bestselling author of the secret wife of aaron burr an epic novel that spans a generation there s a great twist in
the final chapters that will have readers pounding the table library journal engaging provocative disconcerting
and shocking as the author shrewdly characterizes the hazards when adults play dangerous games with strangers
rt book reviews

God Ain't Blind

2013-10-30

the new edition of a modern classic by new york times bestselling and award winning author mary monroe an
enduring tale of the rebellious early years of mama ruby in 1930s louisiana the bold brassy indomitable heroine of
mary monroe s acclaimed debut the upper room growing up in shreveport louisiana ruby jean upshaw is the kind of
girl who knows what she wants and knows how to get it by the time she s fifteen ruby has a taste for fast men and
cheap liquor and not even her preacher daddy can set her straight only othella mae cartier daughter of the town
tramp understands what makes ruby tick when ruby discovers she s in the family way she s scared for the first time
in her life after hiding her growing belly ruby secretly gives birth to a baby girl at othella s house othella talks
ruby into giving the child away and with the help of a shocking revelation convinces ruby to run off with her to
new orleans but nothing can erase ruby s memories of her child or quell her simmering rage at othella for persuading
her to let her precious baby go someday there will be a reckoning and othella will learn that no one exacts revenge
quite like ruby jean upshaw

Biographical and Historical Record of Wayne and Appanoose Counties,
Iowa

1886

in 1905 crozier launched an ambitious series entitled virginia county records this final volume published by crozier
is devoted exclusively to westmoreland county virginia and contains will abstracts 1654 1794 and land grants
1653 1793 the will abstracts typically furnish the name of the testator the date of death and the date of
probate and the name and relationship to the deceased of all persons identified in the will the index to land grants
gives the name of the grantee date and size of the grant and source of the original record in westmoreland county
the index refers to about 2 000 persons who resided in westmoreland county in the 17th and 18th centuries

In Sheep's Clothing

2011-10-24

tells the stories of more than fifteen locations on south bass island in lake erie that are attached to some rather
hair raising ghostly tales visit put in bay behind put in bay s breathtaking scenery and wild nightlife is a side of the
island that will make your hair stand on end passersby claim to see the ghost of assistant lighthouse keeper sam
anderson who jumped to his death in the turbulent water of lake erie during an 1898 smallpox outbreak doors open
and close of their own accord and some say a spirit named benny tosses things around at the put in bay brewery
and distillery stage actor t b alexander married the granddaughter of famous abolitionist john brown and became
one of the island s most noted mayors his ghost is said to linger in the historic barroom of t j s smokehouse author
william g krejci hosts this tour of the darker aspects of island life

Never Trust a Stranger

2017-03-28

this e book centers around one of the founders of columbus ohio namely isaiah vorys 1750 1834 who was was
descended from his 1660 ce long island new york van voorhees dutch ancestors the descendants of these van
voorhees vorys voris progenitors purportedly represent the largest dutch family in the usa today the author has



traced isaiah vorys ancestry to 1400 ce the netherlands and he offers a comprehensive genealogy of his numerous
descendants isaiah himself was a new jersey revolutionary war soldier who served under general george
washington he migrated to the columbus ohio area around 1808 c e and his descendants including the author and
collateral relatives eventually resided in 82 out of 88 ohio counties throughout the past 200 years

Mama Ruby

2023-07-25

Westmoreland County

1971

Haunted Put-in-Bay

2015-08-31

ISAIAH VORYS (1750-1834) of the VAN VOORHEES FAMILY: PIONEER of
COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO And NEW JERSEY
REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIER … HIS ANCESTORS and DESCENDANTS

2022-01-22
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